
The “Jesus Bridge Two” Completed

On 18th November 2007, eleven volunteers set 
off from Dublin Airport. We were part of a team 
tasked with constructing a bridge in a remote 
area of Guinea, West Africa. As we landed in 
Conakry Airport it really did seem as if we had 
slipped back in time.  The heat, sounds, smells 
and sights as we travelled to our destination by 
jeep all left a lasting impression. We arrived 
some eight hours later in the middle of nowhere 
to find a river with a rather crude crossing 
point.  This was to be the site of our new 
bridge.

The bridge site was only 1 mile from where 
FIA had successfully built the first, “Jesus 
Bridge” in 2006 and the completion of this 
second bridge would give the missionaries and 
local people year round access out of the 
region. The bridge, which the local people had 
constructed was grossly undersized and 
inadequate for the flow of water. It was almost 
always under water in the rainy season. One 
man had drowned when he had attempted to 
cross the river several years ago.

The village we stayed in was called Ojague and 
the people there were mostly from the Tanda 
tribe. Two missionary families from NTM work 
there, Roger and Jen Enters and Ron and 
Heather Yearwood. We were made to feel very 
welcome, but knew that we were there to work 
so we immediately began to organise our 
machinery and equipment. On the first day the 
dumper overheated and broke down about half 
way to the site and didn’t move again the rest of 
the trip. Not a very good start we all thought, but things were to get worse as around 
the third day a track motor failed on our small excavator which was much more 
serious. Some of us were thinking that completing the task was going to be 
impossible! 
Every morning in our quiet time, Roger had been encouraging us from Gods’ Word 
and in our time of prayer he had been asking that the machinery would keep going. 
We had started to joke with him that maybe he should stop praying as everything 
seemed to be breaking down. However, God was in charge and when finally our large 



lorry and crane unit broke down we decided 
to do some repairs. We worked late in the 
evening repairing the crane with limited 
spares but one lasting memory from this has 
to be three of us lying under the lorry 
working with head torches while around ten 
young boys watched and lay beside us, even 
passing tools when we needed them. I’ll 
never forget that. 
Work progressed well on the bridge and 
concrete supports were poured in place.  
Then the steel bridge was slowly assembled 
with the help of the local villagers. One 
impression that stays with me is how friendly 
and funny the locals were. They were always 
ready to laugh, especially if you hurt 
yourself, a bit like being at home really! 
After two weeks the bridge was finished and 
we all felt very privileged as we attended the 
grand opening and celebrations in Ojague. 
There are so many other things I could 
mention; good food, fun, fellowship, local 

believers, missionaries, people, the heat, kids oh and did I mention the heat! Anyway 
if you want to experience these I suggest you contact Friends in Action and see for 
yourself. 

Andrew Lilburn


